Visual package cues attract attention and influence product perceptions and selection. Unlike previous research, our interviews with preschool children revealed nutrition knowledge; however, they unanimously selected snacks featuring licensed characters instead of fruit or candy. Children’s choices revealed the influence of perceptions of fun and the familiarity of media characters.
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This research examines the phenomenon of regifting, giving a gift that one has received to someone else. We develop a consumer-based understanding of regifting, considering the multiple roles consumers may assume in such exchanges. Our findings support the notion that we should contextualize regifting beyond the dyadic gift exchange model.
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Three studies explore “picky” gift recipients as a distinct subset of “difficult” recipients. “Picky” recipients, in contrast to “difficult,” have narrow preferences, are more decisive, and are considered snobby. As such, gift givers select cash cards for these “picky” recipients and don’t differentiate between friends and acquaintances in money spent.
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One strategy that pricing research has sought to explain is pennies-a-day, where product costs are expressed as small ongoing expenses. This study tests PAD effect on offer attractiveness in a CRM context. We find that PAD framing has significant impact on attractiveness at low donation amounts but not high amounts.
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Visual package cues attract attention and influence product perceptions and selection. Unlike previous research, our interviews with preschool children revealed nutrition knowledge; however, they unanimously selected snacks featuring licensed characters instead of fruit or candy. Children’s choices revealed the influence of perceptions of fun and the familiarity of media characters.
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We demonstrate how family meal times and the associated rituals are evolving through the consumption of technology. Our findings reveal a technological generational gap as parents interpreted technology as being negative, whereas the digital natives, younger generation perceived technology as being a positive tool during mealtimes.